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Shotgun
Review

As the world's first 
successful autoloading 
shotgun, John Browning's 
Auto-5 enjoyed a huge global 
following for nearly a century 

before its discontinuance in the late-
1990s. While many lamented this 
popular semi-auto's demise, its long-
recoil operating system was deemed 
outdated compared to modern gas and 
inertia operated autoloaders. The Auto-5, 
or A-5 for short, had seemingly run its 
course.

Then, in 2012 after an absence of more 
than a decade, Browning suddenly 
shocked the shooting industry by 
reintroducing the A5. The figurative 
Phoenix had seemingly risen from the 
proverbial ashes. However, the new A5 
is not the A-5 of old. While the new A5 
retains the original's iconic humpback 
receiver, albeit in a slightly sleeker form, 
the long-recoil system is gone.

In a long-recoil operating system, the 
entire barrel, along with the bolt, recoils 
backwards upon firing, ejecting the 
empty, and chambering a fresh round as 
both bolt and barrel return to their 
original forward position. All this 
happens in an instant. Although 
relatively simple in theory, this system 
can be finicky about loads, requiring a 
friction ring(s) on the magazine tube that 
must be adjusted based on charge 

Browning’s
New A5
by Jarrod Spilger

weight. Today, the only long-recoil 
operated semi-autos still in production 
are Franchi's featherweight 48 AL 20- 
and 28-gauge small-bores.   

The new A5 is powered by something 
Browning calls Kinematic Drive. 
Essentially, it's an inertia operated 
system similar to the Inertia Driven 
system found on Benelli, Stoeger, and 
select Franchi semi-autos. Apparently, 
Benelli's inertia operation patent recently 
expired, and Browning was one of the 
first gun companies to pounce, although 
several others, many of them Turkish, 
are also jumping on the inertia 
bandwagon - a trend likely to gain 
momentum.

In an inertia system, a small yet stout 
inertia spring located inside the bolt 
powers the whole thing. Upon firing, the 
inertia spring compresses, moving the 
bolt rearward and ejecting the empty 
shell. A recoil spring located either 
inside the stock (Benelli, Browning) or 
on the magazine tube (Stoeger, Franchi) 
also compresses and then returns the 
bolt back to its original forward position, 
picking up a fresh round in the process. 

With no pistons to power, all expended 
gases exit the muzzle. This makes for an 
extremely clean, low maintenance 
system, which is why inertia-powered 
shotguns are preferred my high-volume 
shooters. Also, since there isn't a bulky 
piston up front, inertia guns tend to be 
lighter and have slimmer forearms than 
gas guns, resulting in semi-autos that 
feel more like fine doubles. 

Indeed, Browning's new A5 has 
incredible between the hands balance, 
since most of the gun's weight is 
located within the aluminum alloy 
receiver. The result is an exceptionally 
light and lively 12-gauge semi-auto. 
Browning calls this Ergo Balanced.

Another notable handling characteristic 
that gives the new A5 a fit and feel 
unlike any other autoloader, inertia or 
otherwise, is something Browning calls 
the Humpback Acquisition Advantage. 

Simply put, the A5's raised, humpbacked 
receiver's higher profile melds seamlessly 
into the flat rib, thereby extending the 
sighting plane to provide quicker eye 
alignment and target acquisition. Long-
time shooters of the original A-5 are well 
aware of Old Humpback's natural 
sighting tendencies. Now that 
phenomenon has also been given a 
name. 

The new A5 comes in both 3-inch and 
3.5-inch 12-gauge versions. I personally 
own one of each, both with 26-inch 
barrels and synthetic stocks. Dimensions 
are exactly the same for each, except 
weight. My 3-inch model weighs just 
6.7-pounds, while my 3.5-inch gun 
weighs even less at only 6.6-pounds. 
This is probably because the 3.5-inch 
version has slightly less metal due to a 
larger receiver port opening and longer 
chamber to accommodate 3.5-inch 
shells.   

If inertia operated semi-autos have one 
drawback, it's their reputation for kicking 
hard. Browning attempts to remedy this 
with the Inflex II recoil pad. It's a softer, 
slicker pad that won't snag on clothing 
and does a nice job of protecting the 
shoulder from standard target and field 
loads. However, recoil is still a bit stout 
with 3.5-inch fodder in a gun weighing 
only 6.6-pounds! 

The A5's overbored barrel and 
lengthened Vector Pro forcing cone 
combine to minimize pellet deformation 
for improved patterns. However, instead 
of using the popular Invector Plus choke 
system, the A5 is threaded for the new 
Invector DS system (also found on the 
725 Citori). Invector DS chokes are 
longer than Invector Plus, with threading 
at the top of the tube instead of the 
bottom. A brass band at the bottom of 
the tube supposedly seals out fouling to 
keep the choke cleaner. The brass band 
is standard on factory chokes (of which 
three are supplied), but absent on 

aftermarket Invector DS tubes. Even so, I 
haven't noticed any excessive fouling on 
the aftermarket chokes I've tested.     

As mentioned, the A5's ventilated rib is 
pancake flat, with a red fiber-optic front 
sight and white mid-bead. A shim kit for 
adjusting drop and cast, and stock 

spacers for adjusting length of pull, are 
included to customize fit. I installed the 
lowest, right-cast shim on both my A5s, 
and other shooters may also find that a 
lower drop than normal is needed to get 
on target, due to that exceptionally flat 
rib and humpbacked receiver.  

Other features include Browning's grip-
enhancing Dura-Touch finish on 
synthetic models, an easily removed 
Turn Key magazine plug, a hard-plastic 
carrying case, and an ergonomic bolt 
holdback button conveniently located in 
front of the spacious trigger guard. The 
safety is also enlarged and tapered to fit 
the index finger, and is located behind 
the crisp, gold-plated trigger. The firing 
pin retaining pin is seated deep within 
the bolt body where it won't work loose, 
unlike many other semi-autos. 

Available finishes include traditional 
wood and bluing (Hunter), high-grade 
walnut with brushed satin receiver 
(Ultimate), black synthetic (Stalker), and 
various Mossy Oak and Realtree 
camouflage patterns. The forearm 
features two staggered parallelogram-
shaped gripping surfaces, the lower, 
smaller one located just ahead of the 
receiver where most shooters place their 
leading hand. Available barrel lengths 
are 30, 28, and 26-inches. 

The minimum 
recommended charge 
weight for the A5, like 
many other inertia 
operated autoloaders, is 
1 1/8-ounce. However, 
the gun is capable of 
shooting much lighter 
fodder. The only cycling 
problems I've had with 
the 3-inch model 
occurred on the trap 
range when shooting 
light, 1-ounce target 
rounds of relatively low 
velocity in the 1,200 feet 
per second range. 
Slightly faster velocities 
will allow 1-ounce and 
even lighter loads to be 
reliably fired. The 3.5-
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The firing pin retaining
pin is seated
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bolt body where it
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Browning's new A5 comes in a variety of finishes, including the traditional wood and 
blued Hunter model, black synthetic Stalker, and various camouflage patterns 
(Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades shown).  

The new A5 has a tapered safety to fit the index finger and a parallelogram-shaped 
gripping surface on the forearm just ahead of the receiver.
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R90,000 worth 
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NEW
!!

Starts October 2014

Come and join in the fun!!
Ask your club for more information 

CTSASA
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Clay Target 

Shooting Association 
of South Africa

www.ctsasa.co.za
ctsasa@netactive.co.za

! No need to travel - shoot at YOUR CTSASA registered club!

! 100 targets per competition, maximum 3 scores with best score to count (can be shot at any CTSASA 

registered club, not just your own club)

! Disciplines : English Sporting, DTL Trap, NSSA Skeet, Universal Trench and Olympic Trap

! Prizes in Senior, Junior, Lady, Veteran and handicap categories

! League to commence 1st October 2014 and end 30th September 2015

! Postal League available to fully paid up members only (excludes Corporate, Weekend and Occasional 

Members)

! Targets count towards Dedicated Sportsperson Status

! For full details, please go to the ctsasa web site  or contact the ctsasa officewww.ctsasa.co.za

R90,000 worth 

of prizes!

inch gun is a little more finicky. Although 
it will cycle most 1-ounce loads of 
sufficient velocity, it absolutely hates 
7/8-ounce charges, even at 1,300 fps. 
Stick with 1 1/8-ounce rounds (or 
greater) in the super magnum model for 
ultimate reliability. 

However, it isn't on the target fields that 
the new A5 really blossoms, although 
I've shot some decent trap scores with it. 
Likewise, despite Browning marketing it 
as a waterfowl gun (in the tradition of 
the original A-5), waterfowling is not its 
true forte, although I've shot a few ducks 
with it. It's in the uplands where the A5 
really shines.

With its superior ergonomics and 
balance, the lightweight A5 is my go-to 
upland scattergun, the shotgun I return 
to time and time again to get the job 
done. Paired with Muller Featherlite 
chokes, I've taken pheasants, grouse, 
mourning doves, Eurasian collard doves, 
and lots of quail with it. Bottom line - the 
new A5 is a wingshooting dream, which 
is exactly why I own two of them. I can 
think of no stronger endorsement than to 
literally put my money where my mouth 
is. That alone should speak volumes 
about the high quality and superb 
handling traits of this new legendary 
semi-auto.

Next time you spot one 
at a gun shop, pick it up 
and shoulder it. You'll see 
what I mean. 

The new A5 is just as 
home on the range as 
in the field. Due to the 
raised, humpback 
receiver and pancake 
flat rib, a lower drop 
than normal may be 
needed for proper 
alignment. Thankfully, 
a shim kit is provided 
to customize fit.  

A5 Dura-Touch: Synthetic-stock A5 models feature Browning's 
grip-enhancing Dura-Touch finish. A rounded Inflex II recoil pad 

protects the shoulder.
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While the new A5 
is at home both 

on the range and 
in the marsh, it's 

in the uplands 
that it really 

shines. Here's it's 
shown with the 

author's dog, 
Phantom, and a 

pair of quail. 

American Jarrod Spilger lives in Nebraska where he hunts birds 
with his Small Munsterlander pointer, Phantom. 
  


